create your own movie drive-in at home
Brought to you by Sarah Kearns

@sarahkearnsofficial

Sarah Kearns shows us how to create the perfect movie drive-in at home using things you already have in the
house. It’s a fun and affordable way to enjoy a cinematic experience with the family while still enjoying all the
delicious movie snacks, just in the comfort of your own home! Check out the step-by-step guide below and don’t
forget to take some snaps and tag us
@sanremopasta if you try this at home too!
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CARDBOARD, PLAIN OR SCRAP PAPER
TEXTAS, PENCILS OR MARKERS
MOVIE SNACKS
TABLE
FAKE CASH REGISTER
TOY CARDS, BIKES OR SCOOTERS
TV
YOUR FAMILY FAVORITE MOVIE

Decide what you’d like to use for currency anything will work, as long as the kids can count
it and learn some maths while they are at it!
Coins if you have a coin jar, gold coin chocolates,
pebbles, monopoly money, even leaves will work!

Get creative and make your own movie tickets
with your kids. You can use whatever you have
handy - cardboard, plain paper or scrap paper.

Decide what snacks are available for the movie.
The Kearn’s opted for popcorn as they love to
snack on this when at the cinemas or drive-in
but anything you have at home that the kids
love to snack on will be a winner!

Start labelling and pricing all of your items for sale
ie. movie tickets, snacks and drinks.

Set up a table in the
entrance of your living room,
or whatever room you are
hosting the drive-in movie,
that can have a fake
register set up (if you don’t
have one, use a small box or
tray for the same affect)
as well as all of the tickets,
drinks and snacks
for purchase.

Now the fun bit! Get the kids on their toy cars, scooters bikes, or whatever you
have at home that they can “drive through” with. You can use this part of the fun
experience to teach them a quick lesson in maths to pay for all of their items with
the correct amount of currency and giving them change.

Pick a family friendly movie so you can all
enjoy the experience together and have the
TV ready to go for when they roll in!

Time to sit down as a family, enjoy the movie
and your snacks!

